Nominee: Enlogic, a Division of CIS Global
Nomination title: Smart Cabinet with integrated power, security
access and environmental management
The Enlogic Smart Cabinet solution is the industry’s first truly integrated approach to monitoring
and managing power, security access, and environmental threats through a single platform with
easy to deploy architecture.

•
Distinguishing features: Traditionally, the IT cabinet solution is comprised of a number of
key elements including the actual rack mounting features, a separate power (PDU system), a
separate environmental management solution (i.e. temperature, humidity, leak, etc), and an
optional high security access system such as HID, RFID, or other controlled security access system.
Combining these elements has traditionally been awkward, costly, and difficult to manage.
Enogic’s new Smart Cabinet system combines best-in-class sub-systems combined together for an
easy to deploy intelligent rack management solution.
•
Tangible impact on market and customers: Traditionally, the IT cabinet solution is
comprised of a number of key elements including the actual rack mounting features, a separate
power (PDU system), a separate environmental management solution (i.e. temperature, humidity,
leak, etc), and an optional high security access system such as HID, RFID, or other controlled
security access system. Combining these elements has traditionally been awkward, costly, and
difficult to manage. Awkward because of the space required for components and the design
difference between the different systems which cause unsightly and unsecure cabling bundles,
excessive use of mounting space, and multiple data communication port (physical cabling, and IP
addressing) to accommodate the multiple systems. Enlogic’s new Smart Cabinet solves this
dilemma by including a fully integrated solution with a single management interface, built in
cabling for clean installation look, and state of the art technology in power management, security
access, and environmental management components in one easy to deploy system.
•
Major differentiators vs. competitors: The Enlogic Smart Cabinet solution is the first of a
kind in the industry to combine a fully featured IT cabinet with integrated security access,
environmental, and power management through a single common integrated platform. The
deployment of the Enlogic integrated system is less than 50% of the cost of purchasing the
individual systems; plus the management and control attributes are combined through a single
device platform requiring a single IP address per cabinet for all threat management – hence
reducing both upfront CAPEX and continuing OPEX costs.

Why nominee should win
Enlogic manufacture Datacentre floor/ “white space” products and solutions giving high quality,
feature rich, best of breed innovation, at best costs. Saving datacenter running costs, avoiding
downtime, and improving your ability to make educated decisions. “Measure- Understand – Act”

Enlogic manufacture award winning best of breed rack Power Distribution (iPDU) strips, DCIM
software & IT racks/ cabinets, and Aisle containment.

I feel you would find great advantages in the fresh approach that Enlogic has made. Enlogic is the
world’s most advanced rack PDU and Inline Meter manufacturer with 5+ year’s lead in technology
ahead of the competition. This translates into competitive advantages and large savings for our
customers/ partners.

